
A recently completed project for Patons Pty
This is what I did...

Client confidentiality is one of my number one concerns so most of the strategy images
have been blurred. If you would like to know more about the work, please get in touch.



After the re-launch Patons Macadamias were the third best selling 
confectionery product at Sydney Airport, Feb-2017. Beating off 

competition from Lindt, Cadburys and Ferrero Rocher.

Since this project was completed sales of Patons Macadamias 
have increased by 40%*

“Over 20 years we have seen many re-brands at Patons 
but this work is far and away the best we have ever seen” 

Patons employee

Success!

*No above the line marketing was done. Some point of sale investment was made



I use ‘Design Thinking’ Methodologies to Build Brands

Discover              Define              Develop            Deliver



Discover
My first task is to get to know everything I can about the Brand. The company and its founder, the employees, products, market, culture, 
customers, location, history etc.  I then go looking for the gaps. What is Missing ?  I look for information that I would normally have but 
was not available. Missing audits, insights, reports, focus groups etc. All the bits that will help complete the picture and ensure that the 
foundations for the creative work are rock solid.  I take all that information and put it into a Brand Audit Document for the client.



Empathy Maps 
Listening to stakeholders and consumers is one of the most important tasks in any Brand Communication project. 
For this project I drew up a list of all the key stakeholders and then created empathy maps for each of them. 
Getting to the heart of the issues they faced, understanding their emotional and functional needs, as well as hopes and individual thoughts. 

Empathy Maps
Understanding what people really feel about a product or service and their actual experience. Empathy maps are used to find new 
directions, insights as well as uncover, strengths and weaknesses. Empathy maps often uncover truths that may have been 
overlooked for a long time, or ignored or considered previously unimportant. 
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Shopper Missions
Working out how consumers shopped this category was the key to unlocking Brand preference. 
I looked at the many different ‘types’ of customer, who they were, what their priorities are, budgets and eating preferences. 
We looked for gaps in the market as opportunities, for new products to fit in, and ways to simplify the existing SKUs.
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Competitors/Brandscape
For each key competitor I list down what their key selling points are and why a customer is drawn to a particular pack/Brand. 
I articulate the functional and emotional needs that the design is meeting. These are then all categorised and maps are built to help us better 
understand where we fit in and where new opportunities existed.



Brand Architecture
With 100’s of different products belonging to multiple brands, sub brands, variants, separate companies and products, defining how they all 
worked together was a crucial part of the project. The new brand would have to work as an umbrella as well as a stand alone. 
Solving this problem was key to unlocking the potential in each brand as well as creating a single overarching brand. 



Define
Whilst the client had a clear idea what the problem was, we needed to confirm that their assumptions were correct. 
Using all the information gathered during the discovery stage, including the additional research I did to fill in the gaps, I then went back 
to the original brief and create and extended report.
The “Define” document both challenges and confirms assumptions, outlines a number of possible next steps and invites the client to set
a list of priorities, timeliness and budgets. 



Develop & Deliver
During the Define stage a number of different potential directions emerge. The various Strengths, Weaknesses Opportunities and Targets. 
I break these down into what I call territories and begin to develop creative around them. 
For each territory look at visual and verbal elements that might be used to communicate a given message. 



Brand Essence
At the heart of a Brand sits its Essence, “What it is in the world to do” This is an internal ‘Mission Statement’  used to drive NPD, marketing,
culture and employee engagement etc.
Whist this will be seen by consumers in many different ways, it is essentially an internal piece of communication.



Brand Expression
The essence brought to life in a short and memorable way....

from Australia with love



Brand Narratives
A Brand is in essence a number of narratives that consumers associate it with. These narratives include the products and their functional 
benefits, the emotional benefits and any other stories related to country of origin, raw ingredients, founder etc. I developed the key 
narratives that will form the basis of Brand Communications for the next 12 months and drive social media and conversation.



Brand Identity
It was made clear, from the outset that the Logo could not be significantly changed.
I ended up evolving the logo through colours and creating a new variant that enclosed the old logotype in a elegant box. 



Visual Equity 
I extended the logo to create a complete “Visual Ecosystem” Defining a photographic style [Creating a bespoke Photoshop filter]
Building a library of illustrations and photos as well as commissioning new work. 



Pack Design
I  developed a number of pack designs to demonstrate the look and feel of the brand. These are then be used by designers as a style 
guide and a reference to the effect we are after and the narratives we want to communicate. 



360 Degree Strategy
Ensuring a re-brand has the potential to be expanded in to a full 360 Degree strategy. I looked at how the Brand would develop over 
the next 12 months as it was rolled out into multiple touch points including on pack, POS,  print, digital, marketing, environmental and more. 
How a complete story could be developed across all touch points. 



share in our passion 

from Australia with love 
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Social & Digital
Having defined a number of key Narratives, I then develop strategies for bringing them to life in digital, looking for narratives that 
can be used to create communities around. Using the Empathy maps to understand “tribes” and looking at how they can be engaged. 
Deciding who to partner with and follow as well as when and where engagement should happen.    



The Brand Bible
Much of the work carried out during the re-brand ends up in a Brand Bible. This is much more than a Brand Style Guide, it’s a Culture guide, 
a creative reference, an employee manual, a customer engagement manual. 
It’s the heart and soul of the company and how the brand is built around it. 



Far Horizon
Lastly I worked on the long term Brand direction. Developing long term goals and presenting ideas on how they may be reached. 
Far Horizon looks beyond the immediate sales objectives and demonstrates how the Brand essence can be stretched into new products, 
Brand communications, company culture, employee branding, customer engagement and new ways of working.  



Lee Whitfield  -  [Melbourne Branding] 3 Pindari Street Glen Waverley VIC  3150  -  lee@melbournebranding.com  -  0477031775  -  www.melbournebranding.com

END


